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About This Game

Put on your wide-brimmed hat, grab your weapons and embark on an incredible adventure in the gothic-noir world of Borgovia,
where mad science threatens the fragile peace between monster and mortal. Be Van Helsing, monster-hunter extraordinaire and
save the day with your charming and beautiful companion, Lady Katarina (who happens to be a ghost, by the way). Explore the
savage wilderness in the mountains and the soot-stained brick districts of a grim metropolis twisted by weird science, and don’t

forget: you might never know who the real monsters are!

Main Features

Enter a memorable gothic-noir universe filled with monsters, magic and weird science.

Play through a refreshingly unique story, spiced up with wry humor and snappy dialogue.

Fight fierce battles against supernatural foes with diverse skills and abilities.

Use the special abilities and tailor the skills of your remarkable follower.

Customize your character through a detailed level-up system where you decide which skills and abilities you’ll need for
the hunt.

Modify your skills on the spot with a unique power-up system.
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Learn the secrets of mystical alchemy and forge powerful items.

Build and develop your hideout and place traps to defend it from waves of terrible monsters.

Become the greatest monster slayer of all time while playing a cooperative multiplayer monster hunt up to four players.
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Title: The Incredible Adventures of Van Helsing
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
NeocoreGames
Publisher:
NeocoreGames
Release Date: 22 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor:Dual Core CPU 2.0 GHz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce 8800, Radeon HD4000, Intel HD4000 (min. 512 MB VRAM)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:20 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Polish,Russian,Czech
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Its a decent effort, finally we have a RL Manager game!

Takes a little patience to get into the game but once you're into the game its easy to get addicted.

Like any new game it needs a little work. As I've seen in other reviews more research on player quality is needed, it beggars
belief that some players ratings are higher than others.

As a proud Yorkshireman, I took over Yorkshire for the representative games only to find my star players - Sam, Tom and
George Burgess are in the Lancashire team, when they should be available for Yorkshire. Funnily enough the one Burgess I
didnt want, Luke was available for Yorkshire)

Good start to what is hopefully a yearly project, with a litte more research into player stats RLTM could become a massive
success. I'm sure that there are people out there willing to volunteer with player stats and profiles..

Достижения получить уж слишком легко, если не лениться, то можно вполне за 40 минут управиться.

. Heheh, nice little references with the glasses :p. Addictive. Excellent game and creating your own levels is easy....and deadly!.
Stiff controls, bad animations and poor performance. It seems that no one plays it, which also detracts from the experience since
it's meant to be a PvP game. Another complaint is I can't rebind a good amount of the combat binds. I mean, really?. For the
most part, Tycoon games do not interest me. Management sim mechanics are a good compliment to games like State of Decay
and the recent XCOM installments, but it isn’t really my cup of tea when it is the main focus of a game. There has to be
something special to make me want to play a game in this genre. Luckily, Tiny Build’s Party Hard Tycoon has an interesting
premise and aesthetic that intrigues and encourages you to keep playing to see all the shenanigans that can unfold, despite many
rough edges.

“When it’s time to Party…”

Party Hard Tycoon tasks you, a nameless protagonist with a high amount of starting capital, to throw the best parties in town and
attract a following of socialites of various backgrounds. These range from the haughty aristocrats who will only attend the
fanciest of gatherings, to people who enjoy getting drunk and fighting in a field out in the sticks, college kids looking for
weeknight thrills, and a few others in between.

To make these parties happen you must plan the theme, location, and for the day of the week accordingly. For example: A
Drum n’ Bass party might be best hosted at a suburban house with young people in the area on Wednesday, but it might not go
over so well with a tough-guy or sophisticated crowd. After picking a theme you then place equipment like speakers, lights,
kegs, and bars. The latter two generate revenue that you can use to throw more expensive shindigs. The key to this is placing
revenue items near speakers and lights so your partygoers will be led to purchase more food & beverages. You can also enlist
personnel that will help generate hype around a specific area so if the party is dying down, you can revive the vibes and GET
HYPE! The more Hype you generate, the more fans you will receive at the end of the party. Fans will invite friends to their
parties, and you will gain more money from the buzz.

You will start at a map screen that shows color-coordinated pips denoting the social group of potential new fans in the area.
These pips indicate which demographic of people are near certain venues. You are only allowed access to two venues and
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themes at the start so it can get confusing as to how the player will appease these other groups. The tutorial takes the form of
conversations sent to your phone with a few dialogue options. You are instructed on how to generate hype, revenue, and how to
gain more fans by using the right theme for the right location.

Unfortunately, the game only gives you this information once. Then it is entirely dependent on you to have absorbed all this
information as you plan more parties. As you can imagine, it was frustrating to try and remember everything in that initial info
dump. A glossary or help index would’ve really improved my experience, it seems almost insane that there isn’t one.

In fact, there seems to be a LOT of information the game withholds from the player. Item descriptions are missing for many
items in the décor section, Food/Beverage items are vague on costs for refilling stocks, and some prompts only appear
sporadically. The version I played of this game was an Early Access edition though, so hopefully refinements have been made
for the retail version.

“Okay, Nobody Parties but Me!”

As you gain revenue from charging cover and selling refreshments at your parties, you gain access to more lavish options to
furnish new venues. Oddly the same equipment from the lower-tier venues costs more, but the hijinks that can unfold is even
more fun to witness.

You can hire sumo wrestlers to encourage guests to buy food, kung fu masters to liven up the dance floor, and literally The
Joker to steal money from guests to add to your revenue. The personnel all use these abilities on command and have a cooldown
so it is wise to have them near speakers and lights for maximum effect. You also want to have security guards for certain parties
because a couple themes can lead to fights breaking out. Waiters, especially “Vampire Waiters,” are a necessity for almost every
party as you will need them to quickly refill the refreshments and keep guests from leaving. As stated before though these refill
prompts sporadically appear and not being able to dictate which tables get served is super frustrating. The wacky cast of
personnel is one of the main highlights of this game and I kept enjoyed figuring out who might be best suited to what kind of
party I was trying to throw.

The difficulty ramps up in a big way when you have to cater to the highest class of people and you have not leveled up enough
to get a variety personnel, themes, or venues to cater to these high society types. There are sometimes whole weeks where you
can only throw these parties and if you haven’t focused on appealing to this demographic, it can be tough to turn a profit. But the
game is still zany enough to entertain up until this cliff. I was constantly asking myself if this was a game I wanted to see
through to completion, but couldn’t come up with a compelling reason to keep going past this point.

Will We Always Party Hard?

Party Hard Tycoon is a fun but flawed experience. I enjoyed the aesthetic of this game so much, but felt a huge disconnect with
how many mechanics go under-explained and how little variety there really is under the hood. The music thumps and the cast of
characters is fun, but I found myself getting really bored towards the halfway point when the difficulty outweighed my actual
enjoyment of the whole package. It’s kind of like a party at college where you some friends invite you; there’s a good turnout,
but the kegs are dry and everyone seems to be moving on to the house down the street full of booze.. I wanted to like this game.
I saw the good reviews, some solid gameplay, and was excited that it wasn't just another 3-4 hour story. Unfortunately, some of
the core mechanics just make the game frustrating to play.

First, let's talk a little bit about hitboxes. Where IS my hitbox? Arrow looks like it's flying over my head? Headshot. Dodge
incoming fireball? Nope just kidding. And then there's the shield. This is one of the largest shields (visually) that I've seen in a
vr game. And yet it feels like the hitbox is smaller than any other shield I've ever used. Also why even have a shield when
enemies can just walk up to you and swing sight through it. Also why can enemies walk into me? I can't hit them when they are
inside me but they can hit me.

Next, up is melee combat. I don't like the hitstun. At first it was satisfying but after a bit it just feels awkward; especially when
using dual weapons. Also what is up with armor hit boxes. Sometimes I swing straight through their armor and it's fine, other
times I sing at flesh and bounce. What gives? Also did i mention that the shield sucks? Because the shield sucks.

Ranged combat is actually pretty good. Nothing to complain about here. Carry on.
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Movement also sucks. I never feel like I can move where I need to mid combat especially because moving side to side or
backwards is annoying to do yet is integral to successfully dodging attacks. Not to mention that it's very restrictive in where I
can go. If I want to jump off of a cliff to drop attacks some orcs I should be able to do so. I'm fine with invisible walls on the
stage bounds preventing me from falling into the abyss but why do they also need to be at the staircase preventing me from
taking a shortcut.

Options, or rather, the lack thereof. There need to be more options for UI adjustments and movement options. I don't want to
swipe to turn my camera, I want to physically press a button. It works correctly far more often and can be done faster. Also can I
get an option to remove the blood staying the screen whenever I get hit? It's incredibly distracting and makes the punishment for
getting clipped by janky hitboxes all the more punishing now that I can't even see the enemies \/ attacks.

I can't recommend this game in its current state. It has tons of potential but is just far too frustrating to actually play.. It is a
good shooting games
The only thing I find it is quite annoying is I want to open all my boxes at once.
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Fantastically funny. Yes, it's overwhelmingly the same as the book. But the game format is much less of a finger masher. It's
extremely convenient this way! If, by some chance, you have not yet read the book, you will likely LOVE this. Even f you have
read the book, this is still worth revisiting!. How old are you now if you knew this stuff ??. Love the old-school vibe! Fun
mechanics and challenging as game goes on. Great music. Tight controls.

I couldn't figure out how to quit from the menu screen but that might be the whiskey.

. This game is one of the worst games I've ever played. Great game very difficult but worth it it isnt as easy as the video makes it
look. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7YX9oKZq57A&feature=youtu.be

Amazingly cute and well designed tower defense style game where you are trying to pump up the incoming creatures on the map
rather then trying to destroy them. The reason you ask? Quite simple... The incoming creatures are farm animals like chickens,
cattle, and pigs being processed for human consumption! Since you get paid by the pound, the fatter these animals are before
going into the packing facility, the more money you make! Don't let them die of hunger, thirst, or alien invasion before they are
packaged up and you are rewarded for their weight!

Use the money earned to buy more hormone injection guns, more corn-firing food guns, and antibiotic guns as well as
upgrading them all! Also money earned helps you buy power ups, farm hands, and upgrades.

It's a comical, very cute and amazingly challenging tower defense style game that pokes fun at the sad state that is our current
food industry. It's all about the money in this game, and the animal caring folk need not apply here!

I'd give it an 8\/10 for both challenge, originality, and sheer number of options and features... and this game could easily get
even better as the game evolves through it's early access process!. Went in expecting shovelware. Came out pleasantly surprised
by a unique twist on the puzzle platformer genre.
8.5/10. TLDR - I highly recommend this product to anyone who has an interest in the videogame development process and\/or
the indie scene. I give Super Game Jam an 8\/10.
Episode 1 - Navigator
I was interested in this project since launch. The only reason I didn't buy in earlier was the mixed opinions I have been seeing
here and there. Some saying the project doesn't live up to expectations and other saying it goes above and beyond them. After a
long time and many moments of "I'm going to buy this now" and then "On second thought I will wait", I finally bought Super
Game Jam. I watched the first episode and played the first game I am very happy so far. The documentary portion was great. I
really liked the personalities involved (Richard Boeser \u2013 dev of Ibb and Obb and Jan Willem Nijman - 50% of Vlambeer)
and felt they had good chemistry, it was interesting, not as personal as I would have liked (Indie Game: The Movie nailed it),
Sound and music were great aside from some bumping around in the background and the cinematography was up there with the
likes of 'Free to Play' and 'Indie Game: The Movie'. The game that I watched these two guys make in 48 hours was really cool.
The control were tight, visuals enthralling and I really loved the concept and I'm glad Nijman pushed the racing +
companionship idea so hard.
Overall, I found watching the back and forth, creative process between these two devs who had never worked together before to
be really fun and even inspiring especially after playing the game and seeing just how much they accomplished in 48 hours. For
this review, I don't think I can give it a numbered score but I will say that I enjoyed the first episode immensely and would
recommend it. I cannot wait to watch and play the rest of this (I cannot think of a word to describe this other than the very broad
term of 'Project').

Episode 2 - Blossom
The Documentary
The second episode started off with something I wasn't expecting. The two new devs (Dominik Johann \u2013 former dev of
Might and Delight and Christoffer Hedborg \u2013 Artist and dev for Super Stress-Out) sat down and watched a video message
from the previous two devs whom gave the new duo their theme to work with. I really like this idea of passing on ideas from
game jam to game jam, dev to dev. After receiving the message the two developers brainstormed the theme, which was
gardening. The brainstorm sessions that occurred in the first episode as well are great. They give a cool look into how a game is
conceived. I don't want to give a recap of the whole episode so I will just point out a few likes and dislikes I had with this
episode. Much like the first, this episode had two devs with great creative chemistry, wonderful cinematography (especially
those creative\/scenic transitions\/montages), music and flow. This episode did a great job at showing the stress and uncertainty
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that the two underwent during the final hours of the jam that wasn't all that present in the first episode. The only downside to
this episode has to be, how hard it was to follow the creative process. I could barely understand what the game was shaping into
until the end of the episode. This is probably the way the devs felt as well but I still felt pretty lost at times. This episode was
certainly good but missed a major element that kept me engaged throughout the first.
The Game
The game was a little more abstract and harder to understand than the first. What I got from it was that it is about survival in an
endless space with a home planet that is destined to die. The art, music, sound design, gravity and steering of the home planet
were all stellar but the goal of the game was hard to comprehend. Even without a concrete goal, the game was still enjoyable
enough to play through numerous times.
Overall
The second part of this project was good, not as good as the first but nonetheless very enjoyable. I can't wait to watch and play
the next Episode of Super Game Jam.

Episode 3 - Catch of Death
The Documentary
Let me start off by saying this is by far my favourite episode of this project so far. What made this episode and contributed to
the greatness of the first 2 is the amazing chemistry between the 2 devs chosen. I cannot give them enough praise for their
choice of devs. These two guys, Sos Sosowski and Adam Drucker are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hilarious. They are the
perfect match. They both have very comical personalities that had me laughing aloud very often. This episode was filled with
comedy and I'm very glad the project makers noticed this and focused on this. Along with the hilarity, this episode also had the
same wonderful overarching features that previous eps had (e.g. Music, cinematography), a great brainstorm segment, very
memorable quotes from both devs and a nice change of tone for the entire project. This episode felt crazy, hilarious and
gloriously ragtag. These guys seemed like the best of friends from start to finish and their ridiculous ideas, funny
communications and strange workflow made this episode extremely enjoyable.
The Game
The game is as ludicrous as the devs behind it. It is basically football without rules or reason. A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665fest
of button spam and desperately trying to find where my character is and who my character is among a variety of other deranged
characters in a world built by a 4 year old wielding nothing but a box of crayons and the kitchen wall. It's incredibly hard to
understand what is going on but I had so much fun with this game. My playtime was also vastly extended by the inclusion of all
the builds leading up to the final working game. Broken but fun.
Overall
This episode is beyond amazing. Enough said.

Episode 4 - Torr
The Documentary
This episode featured a dev who I was really looking forward to seeing. Jonatan Soderstrom, who made Hotline Miami, one of
my favourite games. Jonatan was accompanied by Martin Jonasson, who made Rymdkapsel. This developer duo did not have the
chemistry that previous duos had. Even though Martin was upbeat and happy most of the time, Jonatan looked uncomfortable
and bored most of the time and was very quiet for the better part of the episode. I'm not saying I don't like him or disrespect
him because he seemed bored but it did have an impact on how much I enjoyed this episode. Another factor that I missed was
the creative brainstorming at the start of each episode. There didn't seem to be much a brainstorm and that kind of disappointed
me as these creative session have been super interesting in past episodes. Flaws aside this episode featured the best
cinematography so far. The use of Bokeh in a lot of shots made for some beautiful scenery and cool interview sets. The music in
this episode was also some of my favourite from the project. Finally I found the creative process really easy to follow even
without the brainstorm at the beginning. I understood every decision they made and why because the devs explained what they
were doing as they went forward. This episode was a bit of a letdown but the expertise in cinematography and the still enjoyable
premise of the project made it fun to watch anyway.
The Game
Review coming soon.... Got this game with a 90% discount. I paid 9 cents for this game, got the trading cards and sold these for
30 cents.

Finding a lobby is difficult as there are no people playing it. I found two other players during the 90 minutes I played this game.
The game is clunky, the guns feel weird, you can move at the speed of sound if you press "Forward" and "Left" or "Right"
whilst Jetpack Jumping, the game has a problem with the UI as you can't see which team holds the objectives.
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On the plus side: There are some funny english phrases to discover. The developer(s?) probably used the Google translator.
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